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ABSTRACT
This study evaluated the effectiveness of video feedback to improve three cheerleading
tumbling skills in a multiple baseline across behaviors design. The study involved three high
school cheerleaders. Target behaviors varied by participant, being some variation of a front
walkover roundoff back handspring, a standing back tuck, and a toe touch two back handsprings.
The primary researcher implemented the video feedback procedure. All cheerleading skills for
all participants increased substantially during intervention. This study extended sports
performance literature by evaluating video feedback in a sport that has never been the focus of
research in Applied Behavior Analysis.
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INTRODUCTION
Sports performance has become an increasing interest in the field of Applied Behavior
Analysis (ABA). For more than 30 years, behavior analysts have studied interventions to
enhance sports performance (Martin & Tkachuk, 2000). This research spans dozens of different
sports, including gymnastics (Boyer, Miltenberger, Batsche, & Fogel, 2009), football (Stokes,
Luiselli, Reed, & Fleming, 2010), dance (Quinn, Miltenberger, & Fogel, 2015), golf (Fogel,
Weil, & Burris, 2010), martial arts (BenitezSantiago & Miltenberger, 2016) and track and field
(Scott, Scott, & Goldwater, 1997), and evaluates multiple interventions.
Studies evaluating ABA procedures with sports have used several different intervention
packages to improve performance (Luiselli, Woods, & Reed, 2011). Intervention packages have
included such intervention components as goal setting, public-posting, and various forms of
feedback (e.g., Guadagnoli, Holcomb, & Davis, 2002; Smith & Ward, 2006; Stokes et al., 2010;
Ward & Carnes, 2002). For example, Allison and Ayllon (1980) implemented behavioral
coaching packages including instruction, modeling, and descriptive feedback intervention
components across football, gymnastics, and tennis to promote skill acquisition.
Feedback is an intervention often utilized by researchers to enhance sports performance.
Feedback occurs when a researcher or others (coaches, peers, teammates) provide information
about some feature of the individual’s performance (Smith & Ward, 2006). Various forms of
feedback have been used to enhance sports performance in ABA. These forms of feedback
include verbal, descriptive, auditory, and video feedback.
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Smith and Ward (2006) included verbal feedback in an intervention package that
included goal setting and public posting to improve the performance of collegiate football
players. Scott et al. (1997) used verbal feedback and prompts along with auditory feedback to
improve the skills of an elite pole vaulter. Guadagnoli et al. (2002) combined verbal feedback
with video feedback and self-guided instruction to teach a golf swing. Further, Kladopoulos and
McComas (2001) implemented verbal feedback to improve basketball skills.
Auditory feedback is another successful feedback intervention for increasing sports
performance. Auditory feedback (sometimes referred to as TAGteach or teaching with acoustical
guidance) is the use of some type of acoustical stimulus (e.g., a beep, a click) to provide
feedback instantly after a behavior happens (Pryor, Haag, & O’Reilly, 1969) with the intention
of reinforcing the behavior. Auditory feedback has been used to increase sports performance in
just a few sports, including dance (Quinn et al., 2015), golf (Fogel et al., 2010), football (Stokes
et al., 2010) and gymnastics (Baudry, Leroy, Thouvarecq, & Chollet, 2006). Fogel et al. (2010)
used TAGteach to improve three different aspects of a golf swing. Stokes et al. (2010) and
Harrison and Pyles (2013) both combined TAGteach with other interventions to improve football
skills. Quinn et al. (2015) implemented TAGteach to improve dance skills in children. In this
particular study, TAGteach was implemented by the dance teacher and not by the researcher.
Quinn, Miltenberger, James, and Abreu (2017) extended the research of Quinn et al. (2015) and
demonstrated the efficacy of peer-implemented auditory feedback.
Video feedback has been used across several different sports to enhance performance,
including gymnastics (Boyer et al., 2009), golf (Guadagnoli et al., 2002), yoga (Downs,
Miltenberger, Biedronski, & Witherspoon, 2015), horseback riding (Kelley & Miltenberger,
2016), and football (Stokes et al., 2010). Boyer et al. (2009) described video feedback as
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showing an athlete a video clip of her performance of a specific skill and describing the correct
and incorrect aspects of the performance. Video feedback allows individuals access to both the
audio and visual aspects of a performance, the power to replay the video backwards, forwards,
and at various speeds, and the ability to pause the video of the performance at any time
(BenitezSantiago & Miltenberger, 2016).
Video feedback is often used in combination with other interventions, such as video
modeling (showing an individual a video of an expert performing a skill that the individual is
attempting to perform, Boyer et al., 2009), verbal feedback, and self-guided instruction. Boyer et
al. (2009) combined expert video modeling with video feedback to enhance gymnastics skills.
Guadagnoli et al. (2002) joined video feedback with self-guided instruction and verbal feedback
to teach a golf swing. Downs et al. (2015) used video feedback and video self-evaluation to teach
yoga postures. Stokes et al. (2010) used a behavioral coaching package that included descriptive
feedback, TAGteach, and video feedback to improve pass-blocking skills in football players.
Although often used in combination with other procedures, video feedback has also been
used successfully as the sole intervention in a few studies. BenitezSantiago and Miltenberger
(2016) used video feedback to improve three martial arts skills. During the video feedback phase,
the participant was filmed performing the skill and then watched the video with the instructor.
The instructor used the slow-motion feature and provided feedback consisting of praise for
correct performance and further instruction for improvement of incorrect aspects of the skill.
Video feedback resulted in martial arts skills improving quicker than they did in regularly-taught
class. Similarly, Kelley and Miltenberger (2016) used video feedback to improve horsebackriding skills. In this study, the participant was recorded while attempting the target behavior.
Immediately after filming ended, the participant remained on the horse and watched the video
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with the instructor. While watching the video, the instructor provided feedback regarding correct
and incorrect aspects of the skill. The results of this study revealed that video feedback improved
horseback-riding skills. Additionally, Rikli and Smith (1980) implemented video feedback to
improve tennis skills. The performance of those who received video feedback intervention was
compared with the performance of those who did not receive video feedback. Individuals that
received video feedback displayed drastically better performance levels.
In the last several years, the popularity of cheerleading in the United States has increased
(Shields, Fernandez, & Smith, 2009). Not only has the popularity increased, but the difficulty has
as well. In the early days of cheerleading, the sport focused on yelling cheers and doing simple
jumps or kicks. In modern day cheerleading, the focus is on complex tumbling passes and stunt
sequences. These tumbling passes can range from a basic cartwheel to a roundoff back
handspring double full, where the athlete is throwing herself backwards, while twisting twice
through the air with no hands touching the ground. Cheerleading requires the intense training and
dedication that any other competitive sport does. Most often, this training consists of a hands-on
technique that is similar to a full physical prompt. In training tumbling specifically, this
technique has a coach physically guiding an athlete through the correct movements to
successfully perform the skill. As mentioned above, various interventions have been used to
enhance sports performance in a variety of sports. However, cheerleading has never been the
target behavior in a sports performance study, the closet comparable sports being gymnastics
(Baudry et al., 2006; Boyer et al., 2009) and dance (Quinn et al., 2015).
Video feedback has been evaluated successfully in a small number of studies and across
several sports, therefore more research is needed to establish its effectiveness across a variety of
sports. The purpose of this study was to evaluate the effectiveness of video feedback in
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enhancing cheerleading skills. Specifically, this study focused on using video feedback to
improve the tumbling skills of three high-school cheerleaders in the middle of the cheerleading
season. This study extended the literature by evaluating the video feedback intervention in a
novel sport.
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METHOD
Participants and Setting
The participants in this study were three high school cheerleaders, all three were seniors.
Pseudonym’s were used to protect the identity of all participants. Cristina and Meredith were 17
years old and Bailey was 18 years old. Cristina had 8 years of cheer experience, Meredith had 6
years of experience, and Bailey had 11 years of experience. All 3 participants were on the same
competition cheerleading team. The participants could successfully perform basic cheerleading
tumbling skills, but were not able to perform the target behaviors. The basic skills included: a
back handspring, a toe touch back handspring, and a round-off back handspring. The researcher
had the participants attempt these skills prior to the start of the study. Participants were recruited
via a post on the social media website, Facebook. Participants signed an assent form, had parents
sign a consent form, had transportation via themselves, and scored below 60% mastery criterion
of the target behaviors. Prior to the start of the study, the researcher met with each of the
participants and their parents to explain the study, review the informed consent, and answer any
questions the participants had.
Sessions were conducted at the researcher’s home. The sessions consisted of 25 min of
training time and 10 min to 12 min of assessment time for data collection, per participant. The
researcher and the participant were present at all sessions. A cheerleading coach with over 15
years of experience was present at each session to ensure the safety of the participants. This
coach was also the head cheerleading coach of all three participants.
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Materials
All sessions were video recorded using an iPhone 8 Plus. Materials present during the
session included a single-panel cheerleading mat (1.8 m x 12.8 m), an iPhone 8 Plus for
recording the behavior and data collection, and a 2014 Apple MacBook Air with an 11-in screen
on which the participants viewed their recorded behavior.
Response Measurement and Interobserver Agreement
The dependent variable was the percentage of correct steps in the task analyses of three
tumbling skills (see appendices for task analyses). The task analyses was a breakdown of the
steps involved in each target behavior.
The target behaviors chosen for this study included three different types of tumbling
skills that are commonly performed in competitive cheerleading, but skills the participants had
yet to master. The researcher spoke with a cheerleading coach to determine skills that are often
deemed difficult by the participants. The coach informed the researcher of tumbling skills that
she would like the participants to possess based on their skill level. She chose behaviors that the
participants had not yet mastered, but the participants were fully capable of mastering. The target
behaviors chosen for Meredith were a standing back tuck (standing tuck), a standing
backhandspring tuck (backhandspring tuck), and a round-off backhandspring layout (layout).
The target behaviors chosen for Cristina were a toe touch two back handsprings (toe touch two)
and a front walkover roundoff backhandspring (front walkover). For Bailey, the target behaviors
were a triple toe touch back tuck (triple toe back), a standing two backhandsprings to a tuck (two
to tuck), and a front walkover roundoff backhandspring layout (front walkover). A tuck is a
tumbling skill that can be described as a full rotation with no hands while bringing the knees to
the chest. A layout is a full rotation with no hands while keeping the legs straight. A front
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walkover is a forward rotation with hands on the ground, bringing the legs over the body at
different times. The researcher sought assistance from two cheerleading coaches with over 15
years of experience to ensure that the steps in the task analysis were accurate and socially valid.
The cheerleading coaches looked over the task analyses to ensure that the steps were in the
correct order and that the steps were feasible to be completed. The researcher created the task
analyses by videotaping an individual (that is not included in this study) performing the target
behaviors correctly. The researcher then watched the video in slow motion and created the task
analysis. Percentage of steps performed correctly was calculated by dividing the number of
correct steps by the total number of steps in the task analysis for the specific target behavior.
Data collection occurred either before or after cheerleading practice at the researcher’s home, the
time depended on participant and researcher preference and availability.
Across all phases of the study, IOA was calculated for 36% of data collection sessions for
Meredith, 35% for Bailey, and 38% for Christina. The researcher used behavioral skills training
to train the research assistant (RA) to score the task analyses of each skill. During the training
process, the researcher answered all questions the RA had. The researcher and the RA first
scored videos together and discussed each step in the task analysis they observed. The RA then
scored videos independently and the researcher provided feedback on the scoring of each step in
the task analysis. This process occurred until the RA scored five training trials successfully; the
RA was then able to score videos for actual data collection. A successful training was defined as
100% agreement between the primary researcher and the RA. IOA was calculated by dividing
the number of agreements on steps in the task analysis by the total number of steps and
multiplying by 100 to form a percentage. An agreement was defined as the primary researcher
and the second observer agreeing on the occurrence or nonoccurrence of a step in the task
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analysis. The RA used for IOA was a former cheerleader, allowing her to have a full
understanding of the skills being performed in the video. For Meredith, IOA was 94.5% for the
layout (range of 90%-100%), 87% for the standing tuck (range of 62.5%-100%), and 91.4% for
the backhandspring tuck (range of 78% to 100%). For Bailey, IOA was 90.2% for the triple toe
back (range of 73%-100%), 93.1% (range of 84%-100%) for the front walkover, and 96.3%
(range of 80%-100%) for the two to a tuck. For Cristina, IOA was 92.1% (range of 71%-100%)
for the front walkover and 93.4% (range of 75%-100%) for the toe touch two.
Social Validity and Treatment Integrity Measures
The researcher used a social validity measure similar to that used in Quinn et al. (2015).
The participants completed an 8- item survey that assessed their opinions on the interventions
(Appendix I). The participants used a 5-Point-Likert-type scale to rate each statement on the
social validity measure. The statements assessed how much the participants liked the
intervention and whether they felt the intervention was successful in improving their
cheerleading skills. A second social validity measure involved a cheerleading coach who was not
involved in the study (Appendix J). This coach rated the quality of the moves from baseline and
intervention for each participant. Videos from baseline and intervention phases for each skill for
each participant were placed in random order and the cheerleading coach used a 10-point scale to
rate the quality of the move (0 = poor performance, 10 = perfect performance). When choosing
videos for the secondary coach to score, the researcher chose videos from the ends of the phases
where performance was the highest. For the intervention videos, the researcher chose videos that
had at least 80% of steps correct. A treatment integrity checklist was filled out after 30% of
sessions to measure whether the intervention was carried out correctly (Appendix L).
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Experimental Design and Procedure
A multiple baseline across behaviors design was used to evaluate video feedback for
improving cheerleading skills.
Baseline. At the beginning of the baseline phase, the participants filled out a
questionnaire to ensure that they knew what the target behavior were supposed to look like when
performed correctly (Appendix K). During the baseline phase, the researcher asked the
participant to perform each of the three target behaviors three times for baseline assessment.
When asking the participant to perform the skill, the researcher said, “Show me your (name of
skill).” After the participant completed the skill, the researcher thanked the participant but did
not provide any feedback or reinforcement.
Video feedback. The researcher informed the participant that each tumbling skill is
broken down into steps that must occur in sequence and that the researcher will help the
participant perform each step by providing video feedback to show her when the step is correct.
The researcher will then show the task analysis of each skill to the participant. After warming up
basic skills and stretching, the video feedback session began.
At the onset of the session, the researcher informed the participant of the specific step in
the task analysis she is to focus on and where it occurs in the task analysis (e.g., bend your knees
just before reaching back with your arms). For example, the researcher told the participant,
“Today we are going to work on your standing tuck. We will focus on step 3 in the task analysis
(jump upward while keeping your head forward) and it comes after swinging both arms up
toward your ears. We will review your performance on video after each attempt. I will have you
try it until you get it right three times in a row.” The first step the participant worked on was the
first step she performed incorrectly during the baseline phase. The researcher then had the
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participant engage in the skill while video recording the performance. When the participant
performed the step in the task analysis correctly, the researcher pointed out the correct behavior
in the video and provided praise. The researcher described to the individual exactly what she did
correctly on the video. The researcher then asked her to perform the step two more times. If the
participant did not perform the step correctly, the instructor pointed out the incorrect behavior on
the video and described the correct behavior the participant should engage in instead. The
individual then attempted the step again and received praise for correct performance or further
instruction for incorrect performance. After three successful attempts at the step, the researcher
moved on to another step in the task analysis and repeated the process. At the end of the session,
the researcher had the participant perform three assessment trials for assessment. During these
trials, the researcher provided no feedback. For data collection purposes, the researcher recorded
each trial so that the researcher could later score the percentage of steps performed correctly. The
participant was considered to have reached mastery criterion when she performed 100% of steps
correctly across five to six consecutive trials. Each intervention session ended with the researcher
thanking the participants for their hard work. Assessment sessions conducted during the video
feedback phase were conducted in the same way as in baseline.
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RESULTS
Video feedback increased the tumbling skills of all participants from baseline levels.
Consistent with other sports studies (e.g., Kelley & Miltenberger, 2016), for the intervention
phase an end of phase mean calculated on the last six data points is reported to reflect
improvement in the skill by the end of training.
Results for Cristina are shown in figure 1. Cristina’s front walkover increased from an
average of 50.5% steps correct in baseline to an intervention mean of 100% of steps correct. For
the toe touch two, Cristina’s mean of steps correct increased from 45% in baseline to 98.8% in
intervention. During regularly scheduled cheerleading practice (not while participating in this
study), Cristina sustained an injury to one of her toes and was no longer able to perform her third
behavior of a standing tuck. Cristina was unable to perform this behavior after injury because in
the standing tuck, the risk of her landing on her toes was much higher than in her other two
behaviors. For this reason, we only report data on two target behaviors. Cristina never practiced
her target behaviors during regularly scheduled cheerleading practice.
Results for Bailey are shown in figure 2. Bailey’s triple toe back increased from an
average of 60.4% steps correct in baseline to 100% in intervention. For the front walkover,
Bailey’s mean of steps correct increased from 57.3% in baseline to 85% in intervention. For
Bailey’s standing two to tuck, Bailey increased from an average of 40.8% of steps correct in
baseline to 100% in intervention. Bailey occasionally practiced her triple toe back during
regularly scheduled cheerleading practice, but did not practice her other two target behaviors.
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Results for Meredith are shown in figure 3. Meredith’s layout increased from an average
of 55% steps correct in baseline to 96% in intervention. For the standing tuck, Meredith’s mean
of steps correct increased from 32.9% in baseline to 72.8% in intervention. Meredith’s
backhandspring tuck, increased from an average of 46% steps correct in baseline to 100% in
intervention. For this behavior, at 2-week follow up she had an average of 97.5% of steps correct
over two data points. Meredith seldom practiced her standing tuck during regularly scheduled
cheerleading practice, but did not practice her other two target behaviors.
The results of the social validity questionnaire for the participants are reported in table 1.
The participants rated the intervention favorably, never ranking below a 3 (neutral). The results
of the secondary coach survey are reported in table 2. Meredith’s standing tuck increased from a
score of 0 in baseline to a score of 6 in intervention. Meredith’s layout score increased from a 0
in baseline to a 7 in intervention. For her backhandspring tuck, Meredith’s score increased from
a 2 in baseline to a 7 in intervention. For Bailey, her front walkover score increased from a 0 in
baseline to a 5 in intervention. Her two to tuck increased from a 1 in baseline to a 7.5 in
intervention. Her triple toe back increased from a 1 to an 8. Lastly, for Cristina, her front
walkover increased from a 1 in baseline to an 8 in intervention. Her toe touch two increased from
a 4 to a 7. The mean increase across all participants and all behaviors was 5.8 on the 1 to 10point rating scale.
Treatment integrity was assessed for 30% of total sessions assessed by checking off
whether or not the primary researcher completed each component in the treatment integrity
checklist during intervention (appendix L). The average treatment integrity across sessions and
participants was 93% (range = 80% to 100%). Treatment integrity for Cristina was 90%, 100%
for Meredith, and 90% for Bailey.
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DISCUSSION
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the effects of video feedback for enhancing
tumbling skills for high school cheerleaders. Results show that the video feedback intervention
increased the tumbling skills considerably for the participants. Video feedback was conducted in
addition to regularly scheduled cheerleading practice, improving skills well above the level
achieved through regular practice alone. For some participants, improvements were almost
immediate for some behaviors (Meredith, backhandspring tuck) and for others improvements
were more gradual (Cristina, toe touch two). All participants reached 100% of steps correct at
some point in the study, with the exception of Meredith’s layout (96%) and Bailey’s front
walkover (88%). For Meredith, this may be explained because of her specific style of tumbling.
Although the skill was done correctly, she did one step differently than what was written in the
task analysis, making the scorer unable to give her credit for this step. For Bailey, this may also
be explained by her style of tumbling. Bailey did not straighten her legs fully, despite receiving
this feedback consistently, which limited her from performing steps correctly that required
straight legs.
As shown by the results, the video feedback intervention was successful in this study.
However, it took many sessions to improve the behavior of the participants. Video feedback did
not (with the exception of one participant, Meredith) make quick changes. Video feedback
produced gradual improvement as a result of continuous work. In order for the video feedback
intervention to be successful, it needs to be used immediately and consistently.
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A benefit to this study was the assistance of two expert cheerleading coaches. With their
help, the researcher was able to ensure that the task analyses were socially valid depictions of the
skills being taught. Additionally, these coaches helped monitor the safety of the participants as
they executed the skills in assessment and training phases.
The social validity results were highly positive. The participants mean rating for the
intervention was 4.16 (range = 3.3 to 4.7) on a 5-point scale (Table 1). As evidence of their
enthusiasm for the intervention, the participants sought out their cheerleading coach, outside of
video feedback sessions, and informed her of their improvement. Additionally, participants
suggested the use of the video feedback intervention to their coach. Participants began using
video feedback themselves during everyday practice with other skills not targeted in this study.
All participants stated that they benefited from video feedback. A secondary coach, blind to the
conditions, scored baseline and intervention videos of each behavior at the conclusion of the
study (table 2). The scores from the secondary coach reflected a substantial difference in baseline
videos and intervention videos with a mean increase from 1.16 to 6.94 on a 10-point scale. The
secondary coach had extensive cheerleading experience, describing her own scoring as “picky.”
The coach noted to the researcher that, “It would take a lot for me to rate something as a 10.”
The social validity from the secondary coach did not take into consideration the task analysis.
When scoring the videos for social validity, the secondary coach had not seen the task analysis
for each skill. The secondary coach was scoring these skills based on style of performance and
quality of movement based on her judgement and experience.
Throughout the study, a “competition effect” may have taken place among the
participants. The cheerleading coach reported to the researcher that the participants would seek
out the cheerleading coach, informing her of the progress they are making in the video feedback
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sessions. The coach also reported that the girls would speak to each other, saying that they are
going to “finish first,” meaning that they would be the first participant to master out of all their
behaviors. However, the research never showed the participants their data, so they had no basis
for comparison with each other.
In the beginning of intervention, Meredith asked for a “spot” on her behavior of standing
tuck. A spot is defined as an instructor or coach physically guiding an individual through one
part of a tumbling skill. Meredith requested a spot because she was afraid of learning the skill.
Meredith informed the researcher that by receiving a spot, it will help her feel more comfortable
performing the skill on her own. Throughout intervention, Meredith received a total of five spots
on her standing tuck. Although the spot was used infrequently, receiving this spot potentially
could have helped Meredith learn this skill in addition to the effects of the video feedback
intervention. No other participants received spots on their behaviors.
One limitation of the study was that some participants were more advanced tumblers
prior to the start of the study. For example, Bailey had already mastered the behavior of standing
tuck, a behavior that Meredith was working on. Due to being more advanced, it is possible that
mastering the correct steps was easier for Bailey than for Meredith and Cristina. Being a more
advanced tumbler also explains why Bailey had higher initial baseline scores than the other two
participants. Additionally, the tumbling skills targeted in this study were all a part of different
cheerleading levels. Meredith’s target behaviors would be considered level 4 skills, an
intermediate/advanced level. Cristina’s target behaviors would be considered level 3 skills, an
intermediate level. Lastly, Bailey’s target behaviors would be considered level 4/5 skills. Level 5
is the most advanced level one can reach in competitive cheerleading.
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An additional limitation of the study was participant injuries and illnesses. Cristina
sustained a toe injury and two instances of strep throat. Because of this, she took a total of about
3 weeks off from the video feedback intervention and data collection. Meredith sustained a back
injury, the flu, and underwent mouth surgery. Because of this, Meredith took a about 2 weeks off
from the video feedback intervention and data collection. Unfortunately for Meredith, after this
time off, she had regressed on skills she had previously mastered (standing tuck).
Near the end of the study, Meredith had an important, time-consuming opportunity arise,
leaving her very little time to participate in intervention and data collection sessions. Ultimately,
Meredith chose to drop out of the study before she was able to master the standing tuck.
This study involved an extended baseline, taking place over 7 to 8 weeks. During this
time, participants were also participating in regularly scheduled cheerleading practice. It is
important to note that during the extended baseline, there was no improvement of the participants
target behaviors. Skills only improved once the video feedback intervention began.
Results from this study along with others (Kelley & Miltenberger, 2016) showed that the
use of immediate video feedback produced positive results for improving athletic performance.
Although it seems likely that the immediacy of feedback is important, it is not clear whether the
immediacy of feedback is a factor in the positive results. Future research should compare
immediate with delayed feedback to evaluate the importance of providing feedback immediately
after the performance of the skill. Delayed feedback might be easier for coaches who could have
someone videotape an athlete’s performance in practice and later review the video and provide
feedback. Future research should also compare immediate feedback on performance with
immediate video feedback on performance to see if the addition of video enhances the effects of
performance feedback.
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Future research should also evaluate other ways to make video feedback more efficient.
For example, video self-evaluation could give participants the opportunity to observe their
performance and identify the components of the task analysis that were done correctly versus
those that need improvement (e.g., Downs et al., 2015). If video self-evaluation were found to be
effective, it would be more efficient and accessible because it would require less of the coach’s
time.
Video feedback occurred in addition to regularly scheduled cheerleading practice.
Although the coach provided performance feedback at practice, it is harder to provide specific,
individualized feedback when coaching a team. The video feedback intervention allowed for
individualized praise and correction for each athlete at the athlete’s own pace. A step by step
breakdown of skills into a task analysis is rarely used by coaches during traditional practice.
Therefore, having the step by step breakdown of the skill and feedback on each step in video
feedback was potentially an effective component of the intervention.
This study evaluated the effects of video feedback in improving the tumbling skills of
high school cheerleaders. Results showed that participants’ tumbling skills improved after the
video feedback intervention was implemented. These results and the results of other studies
suggest that video feedback is an effective form of training that can be used across a variety of
different sports. This study extended sports performance literature by evaluating the video
feedback intervention in a sport where it had never been evaluated before.
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Table 1
Social Validity Data for Cristina, Meredith, and Bailey
The numbers show how many participants chose that particular answer
Strongly

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly

Mean

Agree

score

2

1

4.33

1

1

4.0

2

1

4.33

Disagree
1

2

3

4

5

6
7

My tumbling skills
have improved
following the video
feedback intervention
Because of the skills I
mastered with VF, I
will be able to move
on to more difficult
tumbling skills

1

I am more confident
in my tumbling skills
after the VF
intervention
After the VF
intervention, I am
confident that I will
land my tumbling
skills at games and
competitions
Even after the
conclusion of this
study, I would like to
continue training my
skills using the VF
intervention
I enjoyed
participating in the
VF training
The VF training did
not take too much
time

2
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3

4.0

1

3.33

2

1

4.33

2

1

4.33

Table 1 (continued)
8

I would recommend
this type of training
to other interested in
learning tumbling
skills

1

20

2

4.67

Table 2
Social Validity Data for Secondary Coach
Scale:
0

1

2

3

4

Very Poor

5

6

Average

Standing Tuck

0

6

Secondary
Coach
Notes (N/A
if none):
N/A

Roundoff
Backhandspring
Layout
Standing
Backhandspring
Tuck
Front walkover
Roundoff
Backhandspring
Layout
Standing Two
Backhandsprings
to a Tuck
Triple Toe
Touch Standing
Tuck
Front Walkover
Roundoff
Backhandspring
Toe Touch Two
Backhandsprings
Mean

0

7

N/A

2

7

0

5

Movement
at end of
skill (VF)
N/A

1

7.5

1

8

1

8

Legs apart
in BHS
(VF)
Right leg
lower than
left (VF)
N/A

4

7

N/A

1.16

6.94

Skill:

Baseline Intervention
Score:
Score:

21

7

8

9

10
Perfect

Cristina

100

BL

VF

80

Percentage of Correct Steps

60
40

Toe Touch Two

20

100
80
60
40

Front Walkover

20
1

6

11

16

21

26

31

36

Figure 1. Shows the percentage of correct steps completed in baseline and video feedback phases
across sessions.
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Bailey

BL

VF

100
80
60
40
20

Standing Two to Tuck

0

Percentage of Steps Correct

100
80
60
40
20

Triple Toe Back

0
100
80
60
40
20
0

Front Walkover
0

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

45

50

Trial

Figure 2. Shows the percentage of correct steps completed in baseline and video feedback phases
across sessions.
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Meredith
BL

VF

100
80
60
40
Layout

Percentage of Correct Steps

20
100
80
60
40

Standing Tuck

20

100

Follow up

80
60
40
BHS Tuck

20
1

6

11

16

21

26

31

36

41

46

Trial

Figure 3. Shows the percentage of correct steps completed in baseline and video feedback phases
across sessions. Shows 2-week follow up data for standing backhandspring tuck.
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Appendix A: Front Walkover Roundoff Back Handspring Task Analysis
STEP

SKILL POINT

DESCRIPTION

Step 1

Right step

Step 2

Left step

Step 3

Hurdle

Step 4

Arms up

Take a running step with your
right foot
Take a running step with your
left foot
Bring your right leg up off the
ground (hitting a hurdle
position)
Bring your arms up to your ears

Step 5

Leg down

Bring your right leg back down

Step 6

Reach

Step 7

Straight arms

Step 8

Leg up

Step 9

Swing leg

Step
10
Step
11
Step
12
Step
13
Step
14
Step
15

Tuck head

Reach toward the mat with both
arms
Place both hands on the mat
with straight arms
Bring your left leg up while
keeping it straight
Use the momentum of your left
leg to swing your right leg over
your body
Keep head tucked in

Step
16

Condensed lunge

Step
17
Step
18
Step
19

Reach sideways

Place both arms up by your
ears, slightly out in front of
your face
Keep your legs bent while your
right leg is in a condensed lung
in front of your back left leg
Reach sideways toward the mat

Hands on mat

Place both hands on the mat

Left leg up

Bring your left leg up toward
the sky

Left leg down
Chest up
Right leg down
Chest up
Arms by ears

Bring your left leg down and
land on your left foot
Begin bringing your chest up
Bring your right leg down and
land on both your feet
Finish bringing your chest up
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TA NOTES

Step 3 and step 4
happen simultaneously
Step 3 and step 4
happen simultaneously
Step 5 and step 6
happen simultaneously
Step 5 and step 6
happen simultaneously
Step 7 and step 8
happen simultaneously
Step 7 and step 8
happen simultaneously
Step 9 and step 10
happen simultaneously
Step 9 and step 10
happen simultaneously
Step 11 and step 12
happen simultaneously
Step 11 and step 12
happen simultaneously
Step 13 and step 14
happen simultaneously
Step 13 and step 14
happen simultaneously

Steps 17, 18, and 19
happen simultaneously
Steps 17, 18, and 19
happen simultaneously
Steps 17, 18, and 19
happen simultaneously

Step
20
Step
21
Step
22
Step
23
Step
24
Step
25
Step
26
Step
27
Step
28
Step
29
Step
30
Step
31
Step
32
Step
33
Step
34
Step
35
Step
36
Step
37
Step
38
Step
39

Leg off mat

Bring your right leg off the mat

Legs meet

Legs together

Bring your right leg toward the
sky to meet your left leg
Turn your shoulders so they are
facing straight
Bring your legs together

Snap down

Snap your feet and legs down

Feet together

Land with feet together

Knees bent

Land with knees bent

Swing arms

Swing arms backward

Reach back

Reach back

Wrists forward

Keep wrists forward

Head tucked

Keep head tucked in

Legs together

Keep legs together

Handstand

Quickly hit a handstand position

Snap down

Snap feet and legs down

Chest up

Bring your chest up

Stand

Stand up

Land on feet

Land on your feet

Feet together

Land with feet together

Chest up

Land with chest up

Hands by side

Land with hands by your side

Turn shoulders

30

Step 20 and step 21
happen simultaneously
Step 20 and step 21
happen simultaneously
Step 22 and step 23
happen simultaneously
Step 22 and step 23
happen simultaneously
Steps 25, 26, and 27
happen simultaneously
Steps 25, 26, and 27
happen simultaneously
Steps 25, 26, and 27
happen simultaneously
Steps 28, 29, 30, and 31
happen simultaneously
Steps 28, 29, 30, and 31
happen simultaneously
Steps 28, 29, 30, and 31
happen simultaneously
Steps 28, 29, 30, and 31
happen simultaneously

Step 34 and 35 happen
simultaneously
Step 34 and 35 happen
simultaneously
Steps 36, 37, 38, and 39
happen simultaneously
Steps 36, 37, 38, and 39
happen simultaneously
Steps 36, 37, 38, and 39
happen simultaneously
Steps 36, 37, 38, and 39
happen simultaneously

Appendix B: Standing Back Tuck Task Analysis
STEP

SKILL POINT

DESCRIPTION

TA NOTES

Step 1

Bend

Bend knees

Step 2

Swing arms

Swing both arms back

Step 3

Head forward

Keep head forward

Steps 1, 2, and 3
happen simultaneously
Steps 1, 2, and 3
happen simultaneously
Steps 1, 2, and 3
happen simultaneously

Step 4

Swing up

Step 5

Jump up

Step 6

Head forward

Step 7

Knees to chest

Swing both arms up towards
your ears
Jump upward
(Rotation begins)
Keep head forward (rotation
begins)
Bring your knees to your chest

Step 8

Thighs

Step 9

Tuck chin

Step
10
Step
11
Step
12
Step
13
Step
14
Step
15
Step
16

Hold knees

Grab the back of your thighs
with your hands
Tuck your chin into your chest

Chest up

Hold onto your knees for the
remainder of the rotation
Bring your chest up

Stand up

Stand up

Land

Land on your feet

Feet together

Land with feet together

Chest up

Land with chest up

Hands by side

Land with hands by your side
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Steps 5 and 6 happen
simultaneously
Steps 5 and 6 happen
simultaneously
Step 8 and step 9
happen simultaneously
Step 8 and step 9
happen simultaneously
Step 11 and step 12
happen simultaneously
Step 11 and step 12
happen simultaneously
Steps 13, 14, 15, and 16
happen simultaneously
Steps 13, 14, 15, and 16
happen simultaneously
Steps 13, 14, 15, and 16
happen simultaneously
Steps 13, 14, 15, and 16
happen simultaneously

Appendix C: Toe Touch Two Back Handsprings Task Analysis
STEP

SKILL POINT

DESCRIPTION

Step 1

High V

Place arms in a High-V motion

Step 2

Swing arms

Swing straight arms

Step 3

Wrists

Step 4

Middle chest

Step 5

Knees

Place on wrist on top of the
other
Place straight arms in the
middle of your chest
Bend your knees

Step 6

Jump

Jump upward

Step 7

Hit a T

Step 8

Straddle

Step 9

Point toes

Swing your arms into a T
motion
Bring both legs outward (to an
elevated straddle position)
Point your toes

Step 10

Feet together

Land with feet together

Step 11

Knees

Land with knees bent

Step 12

Swing

Swing arms backward

Step 13

Reach

Reach back

Step 14

Wrists

Keep wrists forward

Step 15

Head in

Tuck your head in

Step 16

Legs together

Keep your legs together

Step 17

Handstand

Step 18

Snap down

Quickly hit a handstand
position
Snap feet and legs down

Step 19

Feet together

Land with feet together
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TA NOTES

Steps 2, 3, 4, and 5
happen simultaneously
Steps 2, 3, 4, and 5
happen simultaneously
Steps 2, 3, 4, and 5
happen simultaneously
Steps 2, 3, 4, and 5
happen simultaneously
Step 6 and step 7
happen simultaneously
Step 6 and step 7
happen simultaneously
Step 8 and step 9
happen simultaneously
Step 8 and step 9
happen simultaneously
Step 10 and step 11
happen simultaneously
Step 10 and step 11
happen simultaneously
Steps 13, 14, 15, and
16 happen
simultaneously
Steps 13, 14, 15, and
16 happen
simultaneously
Steps 13, 14, 15, and
16 happen
simultaneously
Steps 13, 14, 15, and
16 happen
simultaneously

Step 19 and step 20
happen simultaneously

Step 20

Knees

Land with knees bent

Step 21

Swing arms

Swing arms backward

Step 22

Reach

Reach back

Step 23

Wrists

Keep wrists forward

Step 24

Head in

Tuck your head in

Step 25

Legs together

Keep your legs together

Step 26

Handstand

Step 27

Snap down

Quickly hit a handstand
position
Snap feet and legs down

Step 28

Chest up

Bring your chest up

Step 29

Stand up

Stand up

Step 30

Land

Land on your feet

Step 31

Feet together

Land with feet together

Step 32

Chest up

Land with chest up

Step 33

Hands by side

Land with your hands by your
side

33

Step 19 and step 20
happen simultaneously
Steps 22, 23, 24, and
25 happen
simultaneously
Steps 22, 23, 24, and
25 happen
simultaneously
Steps 22, 23, 24, and
25 happen
simultaneously
Steps 22, 23, 24, and
25 happen
simultaneously

Step 28 and step 29
happen simultaneously
Step 28 and step 29
happen simultaneously
Steps 30, 31, 32, and
33 happen
simultaneously
Steps 30, 31, 32, and
33 happen
simultaneously
Steps 30, 31, 32, and
33 happen
simultaneously
Steps 30, 31, 32, and
33 happen
simultaneously

Appendix D: Standing Backhandspring Tuck Task Analysis
STEP

SKILL POINT

DESCRIPTION

TA NOTES

Step 1 Knees

Bend your knees

Step 2 Swing

Swing both your arms
back

Step 3 Reach

Reach back

Step 4 Wrists

Keep wrists forward

Step 5 Head in

Tuck your head in

Step 6 Legs together

Keep your legs together

Step 1 and step 2
happen
simultaneously
Step 1 and step 2
happen
simultaneously
Steps 3, 4, 5, and 6
happen
simultaneously
Steps 3, 4, 5, and 6
happen
simultaneously
Steps 3, 4, 5, and 6
happen
simultaneously
Steps 3, 4, 5, and 6
happen
simultaneously

Step 7 Handstand
Step 8 Snap down

Quickly hit a handstand
position
Snap feet and legs down

Step 9 Feet together

Land with feet together

Step
10

Knees

Land with knees bent

Step
11

Jump

Jump up

Step
12

Arms

Bring your arms up
toward the sky

Step
13
Step
14

Knees to chest

Bring your knees to your
chest
Grab the back of your
thighs with your hands

Step
15

Tuck chin

Thighs

Tuck your chin into your
chest
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Step 9 and step 10
happen
simultaneously
Step 9 and step 10
happen
simultaneously
Step 11 and step 12
happen
simultaneously
Step 11 and step 12
happen
simultaneously
Step 14 and step 15
happen
simultaneously
Step 14 and step 15
happen
simultaneously

Ö or X?

Step
16

Hold knees

Step
17
Step
18

Land
Chest up

Hold onto your knees for
the remainder of the
rotation
Land with your knees
bent
Bring your chest up

Step
19

Stand up

Stand up

Step
20

Land

Land on your feet

Step
21

Feet together

Land with feet together

Step
22

Chest up

Land with chest up

Step
23

Hands by side

Land with hands by your
side
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Steps 18 and step
19 happen
simultaneously
Steps 18 and step
19 happen
simultaneously
Steps 20, 21, 22,
and 23 happen
simultaneously
Steps 20, 21, 22,
and 23 happen
simultaneously
Steps 20, 21, 22,
and 23 happen
simultaneously
Steps 20, 21, 22,
and 23 happen
simultaneously

Appendix E: Roundoff Backhandspring Layout Task Analysis
STEP

SKILL POINT

DESCRIPTION

Step 1

Right step

Step 2

Left step

Step 3

Hurdle

Step 4

Arms up

Step 5

Right leg

Take a running step with
your right foot
Take a running step with
your left foot
Bring your right leg up
off the ground (hitting a
hurdle position)
Bring your arms up to
your ears, slightly out in
front of your face
Bring right leg down on
to the mat

Step 6

Reach sideways

Reach sideways toward
the mat

Step 7

Hands on mat

Step 8

Left leg up

Step 9

Right leg up

Step

Handstand

Place both hands on the
mat
Bring your left leg up
toward the sky
Bring your right leg up
toward the sky
Quickly hit a handstand
position

TA NOTES

Step 3 and step 4
happen
simultaneously
Step 3 and step 4
happen
simultaneously
Step 5 and step 6
happen
simultaneously
Step 5 and step 6
happen
simultaneously

10
Step

Snap down

Snap feet and legs down

Knees

Land with knees bent

Step 12 and step 13
happen
simultaneously

Feet together

Land with feet together

Step 12 and step 13
happen
simultaneously

Swing arms

Swing arms backward

Step 14 and step 15
happen
simultaneously

11
Step
12
Step
13
Step
14
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Ö or X?

Step

Reach back

Reach back

Step 14 and step 15
happen
simultaneously

Wrists forward

Keep your wrists forward

Handstand

Quickly hit a handstand
position

Snap down

Snap feet and legs down

Slight bend

Land with knees slightly
bent

Jump

Jump up toward the sky

Step 20 and step 21
happen
simultaneously

Arms up

Bring arms up toward the
sky

Step 20 and step 21
happen
simultaneously

Hips

Thrust your hips up
toward the sky

Steps 22, 23, and
24 happen
simultaneously

Legs straight

Keep your legs straight
and together

Steps 22, 23, and
24 happen
simultaneously

Arms

Keep your arms up by
your ears

Steps 22, 23, and
24 happen
simultaneously

Legs up

Rotate your legs up
toward the sky so that
you are straight and
upside down

15
Step
16
Step
17
Step
18
Step
19
Step
20
Step
21
Step
22
Step
23
Step
24
Step
25
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Step

Legs down

Bring your legs down

Land

Land with your knees
bent

Chest up

Bring your chest up

Steps 28, 29, and
30 happen
simultaneously

Feet together

Land with your feet
together

Steps 28, 29, and
30 happen
simultaneously

Hands by side

Land with your hands by
your side

Steps 28, 29, and
30 happen
simultaneously

26
Step
27
Step
28
Step
29
Step
30

38

Appendix F: Triple Toe Back Task Analysis
STEP

SKILL POINT

DESCRIPTION

Step 1

High V

Step 2

Swing arms

Place arms in a High-V
motion
Swing straight arms

Step 3

Wrists

Place one wrist on top of
the other

Step 4

Middle chest

Place straight arms in the
middle of your chest

Step 5

Knees

Bend your knees

Step 6

Jump

Jump upward

Step 7

Hit a T

Swing your arms into a T
motion

Step 8

Straddle

Step 9

Point toes

Bring both legs outward
(to an elevated straddle
position)
Point your toes

Step
10

Feet together

Land with feet together

Step
11

Knees

Land with knees bent

Step
12

Swing arms

Swing straight arms

Step
13

Wrists

Place one wrist on top of
the other

Step
14

Middle chest

Place straight arms in the
middle of your chest
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TA NOTES

Steps 2, 3, 4, and 5
happen
simultaneously
Steps 2, 3, 4, and 5
happen
simultaneously
Steps 2, 3, 4, and 5
happen
simultaneously
Steps 2, 3, 4, and 5
happen
simultaneously
Step 6 and step 7
happen
simultaneously
Step 6 and step 7
happen
simultaneously
Step 8 and step 9
happen
simultaneously
Step 8 and step 9
happen
simultaneously
Step 10 and step 11
happen
simultaneously
Step 10 and step 11
happen
simultaneously
Steps 12, 13, 14,
and 15 happen
simultaneously
Steps 12, 13, 14,
and 15 happen
simultaneously
Steps 12, 13, 14,
and 15 happen
simultaneously

Ö or X?

Step
15

Knees

Bend your knees

Step
16

Jump

Jump upward

Step
17

Hit a T

Swing your arms into a T
motion

Step
18

Straddle

Step
19

Point toes

Bring both legs outward
(to an elevated straddle
position)
Point your toes

Step
20

Feet together

Land with feet together

Step
21

Knees

Land with knees bent

Step
22

Swing arms

Swing straight arms

Step
23

Wrists

Place one wrist on top of
the other

Step
24

Middle chest

Place straight arms in the
middle of your chest

Step
25

Knees

Bend your knees

Step
26

Jump

Jump upward

Step
27

Hit a T

Swing your arms into a T
motion

Step
28

Straddle

Step
29

Point toes

Bring both legs outward
(to an elevated straddle
position)
Point your toes
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Steps 12, 13, 14,
and 15 happen
simultaneously
Step 16 and step 17
happen
simultaneously
Step 16 and step 17
happen
simultaneously
Step 18 and step 19
happen
simultaneously
Step 18 and step 19
happen
simultaneously
Step 20 and step 21
happen
simultaneously
Step 20 and step 21
happen
simultaneously
Steps 22, 23, 24,
and 25 happen
simultaneously
Steps 22, 23, 24,
and 25 happen
simultaneously
Steps 22, 23, 24,
and 25 happen
simultaneously
Steps 22, 23, 24,
and 25 happen
simultaneously
Step 26 and step27
happen
simultaneously
Step 26 and step 27
happen
simultaneously
Step 28 and step 29
happen
simultaneously
Step28 and step 29
happen
simultaneously

Step
30

Feet together

Land with feet together

Step
31

Knees

Land with knees bent

Step
32
Step
33

Arms up

Reach arms up by your
ears
Jump up off the ground

Step
34

Knees to chest

Bring your knees up into
your chest

Step
35

Tuck chin

Keep your chin tucked in
toward your chest

Step
36
Step
37

Thighs

Step
38

Land

Grab the back of your
thighs with both hands
Hold on to your thighs
for the remainder of the
rotation
Land on your feet

Step
39

Feet together

Land with your feet
together

Step
40
Step
41

Chest up

Bring your chest up

Hands

Land with your hands by
your side

Jump

Hold
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Step 30 and step 31
happen
simultaneously
Step 30 and step 31
happen
simultaneously
Steps 33, 34, and
35 happen
simultaneously
Steps 33, 34, and
35 happen
simultaneously
Steps 33, 34, and
35 happen
simultaneously

Step 38 and step 39
happen
simultaneously
Step 38 and step 39
happen
simultaneously

Appendix G: Standing Two to Tuck Task Analysis
STEP

SKILL POINT

DESCRIPTION

TA NOTES

Step 1

Knees

Bend your knees

Step 2

Swing arms

Swing both arms back

Step 3

Reach

Reach arms back

Step 4

Wrists

Keep wrists forward

Step 5

Head in

Tuck your head in

Step 6

Legs together

Keep your legs together

Step 1 and step 2
happen
simultaneously
Step 1 and step 2
happen
simultaneously
Steps 3, 4, 5, and 6
happen
simultaneously
Steps 3, 4, 5, and 6
happen
simultaneously
Steps 3, 4, 5, and 6
happen
simultaneously
Steps 3, 4, 5, and 6
happen
simultaneously

Step 7

Handstand

Step 8

Snap down

Quickly hit a handstand
position
Snap feet and legs down

Step 9

Knees

Land with knees bent

Step

Reach

Reach arms back

Steps 10, 11, 12,
and 13 happen
simultaneously

Wrists

Keep wrists forward

Steps 10, 11, 12,
and 13 happen
simultaneously

Head in

Tuck your head in

Steps 10, 11, 12,
and 13 happen
simultaneously

Legs together

Keep your legs together

Steps 10, 11, 12,
and 13 happen
simultaneously

10
Step
11
Step
12
Step
13
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Ö or X?

Step

Handstand

Quickly hit a handstand
position

Snap down

Snap feet and legs down

Knees

Land with knees bent

Jump

Jump up toward the sky

Step 17 and step 18
happen
simultaneously

Arms up

Bring arms up toward
your ears

Step 17 and step 18
happen
simultaneously

Knees to chest

Bring your knees up
toward your chest

Step 19 and step 20
happen
simultaneously

Thighs

Grab the back of your
thighs with both arms

Step 19 and step 20
happen
simultaneously

Hold

Hold on to your thighs
for the remainder of the
rotation

Knees

Land with your knees
bent

Step 22 and step 23
happen
simultaneously

Land

Land on your feet

Step 22 and step 23
happen
simultaneously

Chest up

Bring your chest up

Step 24 and step 25
happen
simultaneously

14
Step
15
Step
16
Step
17
Step
18
Step
19
Step
20
Step
21
Step
22
Step
23
Step
24
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Step

Hands

Land with your hands by
your side

25

44

Step 24 and step 25
happen
simultaneously

Appendix H: Front Walkover Roundoff Backhandspring Layout Task Analysis
STEP SKILL POINT

DESCRIPTION

TA NOTES

Step

Right step

Take a running step with
your right foot

Left step

Take a running step with
your left foot

Hurdle

Bring your right leg up
off the ground (hitting a
hurdle position)

Step 3 and step 4
happen
simultaneously

Arms up

Bring your arms up to
your ears

Step 3 and step 4
happen
simultaneously

Leg down

Bring your right leg back
down

Step 5 and step 6
happen
simultaneously

Reach

Reach toward the mat
with both arms

Step 5 and step 6
happen
simultaneously

Straight arms

Place both hands on the
mat with straight arms

Step 7 and step 8
happen
simultaneously

Leg up

Bring your left leg up
while keeping it straight

Step 7 and step 8
happen
simultaneously

Swing leg

Use the momentum of
your left leg to swing
your right leg over your
body
Keep head tucked in

Step 9 and step 10
happen
simultaneously

1
Step
2
Step
3
Step
4
Step
5
Step
6
Step
7
Step
8
Step
9
Step
10

Tuck head

Step
11

Left leg down

Bring your left leg down
and land on your left foot
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Step 9 and step 10
happen
simultaneously
Step 11 and step 12
happen
simultaneously

Ö or X?

Step
12

Chest up

Begin bringing your
chest up

Step
13

Right leg down

Step
14

Chest up

Bring your right leg
down and land on both
your feet
Finish bringing your
chest up

Step
15

Arms by ears

Step
16

Condensed lunge

Step
17

Reach sideways

Step
18

Hands on mat

Place both hands on the
mat

Step
19

Left leg up

Bring your left leg up
toward the sky

Step
20

Leg off mat

Bring your right leg off
the mat

Step
21

Legs meet

Step
22

Turn shoulders

Bring your right leg
toward the sky to meet
your left leg
Turn your shoulders so
they are facing straight

Step
23

Legs together

Bring your legs together

Step
24
Step
25

Snap down
Feet together

Snap your feet and legs
down
Land with feet together

Step
26

Knees bent

Land with knees bent

Place both arms up by
your ears, slightly out in
front of your face
Keep your legs bent
while your right leg is in
a condensed lung in front
of your back left leg
Reach sideways toward
the mat
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Step 11 and step 12
happen
simultaneously
Step 13 and step 14
happen
simultaneously
Step 13 and step 14
happen
simultaneously

Steps 17, 18, and
19 happen
simultaneously
Steps 17, 18, and
19 happen
simultaneously
Steps 17, 18, and
19 happen
simultaneously
Step 20 and step 21
happen
simultaneously
Step 20 and step 21
happen
simultaneously
Step 22 and step 23
happen
simultaneously
Step 22 and step 23
happen
simultaneously
Steps 25, 26, and
27 happen
simultaneously
Steps 25, 26, and
27 happen
simultaneously

Step
27

Swing arms

Swing arms backward

Step
28

Reach back

Reach back

Step
29

Wrists forward

Keep wrists forward

Step
30

Head tucked

Keep head tucked in

Step
31

Legs together

Keep legs together

Step
32
Step
33
Step

Handstand

Quickly hit a handstand
position
Snap feet and legs down

Snap down

Steps 25, 26, and
27 happen
simultaneously
Steps 28, 29, 30,
and 31 happen
simultaneously
Steps 28, 29, 30,
and 31 happen
simultaneously
Steps 28, 29, 30,
and 31 happen
simultaneously
Steps 28, 29, 30,
and 31 happen
simultaneously

Slight bend

Land with knees slightly
bent

Jump

Jump up toward the sky

Arms up

Bring arms up toward the Step 35 and step 36
sky
happen
simultaneously

Hips

Thrust your hips up
toward the sky

Steps 37, 38, and
39 happen
simultaneously

Legs straight

Keep your legs straight
and together

Steps 37, 38, and
39 happen
simultaneously

Arms

Keep your arms up by
your ears

Steps 37, 38, and
39 happen
simultaneously

34
Step
35
Step
36
Step
37
Step
38
Step
39
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Step 35 and step 36
happen
simultaneously

Step

Legs up

40
Step

Legs down

Rotate your legs up
toward the sky so that
you are straight and
upside down
Bring your legs down

41
Step

Land

Land with your knees
bent

Chest up

Bring your chest up

Steps 43, 44, and
45 happen
simultaneously

Feet together

Land with your feet
together

Steps 43, 44, and
45 happen
simultaneously

Hands by side

Land with your hands by
your side

Steps 43, 44, and
45 happen
simultaneously

42
Step
43
Step
44
Step
45
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Appendix I: Participant Post-Study Survey
1. My tumbling skills have improved following the video feedback intervention
1 – strongly disagree

2 – disagree

3 – neutral

4 – agree

5 – strongly agree

2. Because of the skills I mastered with video feedback, I will be able to move on to more
difficult tumbling skills
1 – strongly disagree

2 – disagree

3 – neutral

4 – agree

5 – strongly agree

3. I am more confident in my tumbling skills after the video feedback intervention
1 – strongly disagree

2 – disagree

3 – neutral

4 – agree

5 – strongly agree

4. After the video feedback intervention, I am confident that I will land my tumbling skills
at games and competitions
1 – strongly disagree

2 – disagree

3 – neutral

4 – agree

5 – strongly agree

5. Even after the conclusion of this study, I would like to continue training my skills using
the video feedback intervention
1 – strongly disagree

2 – disagree

3 – neutral

4 – agree

5 – strongly agree

4 – agree

5 – strongly agree

4 – agree

5 – strongly agree

6. I enjoyed participating in the video feedback training
1 – strongly disagree

2 – disagree

3 – neutral

7. The video feedback training did not take too much time
1 – strongly disagree

2 – disagree

3 – neutral

8. I would recommend this type of training to others interested in learning tumbling skills
1 – strongly disagree

2 – disagree

3 – neutral
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4 – agree

5 – strongly agree

Appendix J: Secondary Coach Post-Study Survey
1. How would you rate the performance of the standing back tuck?
0

1

2

3

4

Very Poor

5

6

7

8

9

Average

10
Perfect

2. How would you rate the performance of the toe touch two backhandspring?
0

1

2

3

4

Very Poor

5

6

7

8

9

Average

10
Perfect

3. How would you rate the performance of the front walkover roundoff backhandspring?
0

1

Very Poor

2

3

4

5

6

Average
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7

8

9

10
Perfect

Appendix K: Participant Knowledge Questionnaire
1. Do you know what a “standing back tuck” looks like when performed correctly?
Yes

No

Kind of

2. Do you know what a “toe touch two backhandsprings” looks like when performed
correctly?
Yes

No

Kind of

3. Do you know what a “front walkover roundoff backhandspring tuck” looks like when
performed correctly?
Yes

No

Kind of
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Appendix L: Treatment Integrity Checklist
Baseline QUESTION
Researcher asked the
participant to perform the
target behavior
Researcher did not provide
praise or feedback
Researcher thanked
participant for showing her
(target behavior)

ANSWER
YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

Intervention –
QUESTION
Researcher recorded the
participants (target behavior)
Researcher showed the
participant the video of her
performance
Researcher identified what
step they were focusing on
Researcher provided praise
for correct performance of the
step (write N/A in notes if not
applicable)
Researcher provided
instruction for how to do step
correctly (write N/A in notes
if not applicable)
Researcher repeated the
process until the step was
done correctly 3 times.
Researcher then moved on to
the next step

ANSWER

NOTES

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO
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Appendix M: IRB Approval Letter
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Appendix N: Parental/Adult Consent Form
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Appendix O: Coach Consent Form
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